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Abstract—The aim for this bachelor thesis is to determine
the altitude of the auroral acceleration region occuring on the
dayside. Substantial work has already been done on this topic,
but for occurrence at the nightside. In this paper only negative
quasi-static potential structures were considered, as they are
the main contributor for producing aurora. The data for this
study was obtained by the Cluster satellite constellation, and was
processed by scripting in MATLAB in order to find the events
for this paper. Namely, 17 passages of the auroral oval, especially
occurring within two magnetic local time sectors, symmetrically
around noon (12 MLT). The results show that the acceleration
region occurs from below 2 RE up to an altitude of 4.5 RE

with an average of 3.40 ± 0.84 RE, considerably higher than
for the nightside. More specifically, fore- and afternoon sectors
have altitude averages of 2.44 ± 0.49 RE and 4.00 ± 0.26 RE,
respectively. A significant difference between the two sectors. By
regarding the pseudo altitude and classifying identified events as
either -part of a larger scale coherent structure or -a small scale
auroral arc, a general occurrence pattern and height-dependence
of the AAR was discovered. The large-scale arcs occur on average
at an higher altitude (3.89 ± 0.22 RE) than the small-scale arcs
(2.82 ± 0.80 RE).

ABBREVIATIONS

IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field
FAC Field Aligned Current
AAR Auroral Acceleration Region
CAA Cluster Active Archive
MLT Magnetic Local Time
UT Universal Time
ILAT Invariant Latitude
ALT Geocentric Altitude
PA Pseudo Altitude
GSE Geocentric Solar Ecliptic -
GSM Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric -
ISR2 Local Spacecraft Spin Reference 2 -

-Coordinate System

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sun, the main source of energy in our solar system
emits a vast amount of matter, which travels through

space in all directions. This stream of plasma [1], commonly
referred to as the solar wind, has an energy content that
depends of the solar activity [2]. Apart from interacting
with Earth’s magnetic field, the solar wind also extends the
Sun’s magnetic field, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),
through space. The IMF and the solar wind moulds the mag-
netospheric framework to be arranged as illustrated in Fig. 1
through interaction with the magnetosphere of Earth [3]. This
causes the night- and dayside to be become different, magnetic
field wise. The field lines on the dayside are compressed closer

to Earth, and stretched further away from Earth into a tail
shape on the nightside.

Above the magnetic poles, Earth’s magnetic field and the
IMF merge, allowing the solar wind to contribute with particle
fluxes guided by the magnetic field lines [1]. The aurora occurs
in the ionosphere, the uppermost region of the atmosphere [3],
and consists of emitted photons from atmospheric neutrals,
atoms and molecules, returning to their ground state [1]. This
specifically occurs in a region located around the magnetic
poles called the auroral oval [1]. A prominent distinction in the
auroral oval is the polar cusp, a narrow region in the northern
hemisphere facing the Sun as seen in Fig. 1 [3]. It consists
of unbound magnetic field lines, which are connected at one
end to the IMF [1]. The excitation of atoms and molecules
only occurs if the incoming particles collide with the at-
mospheric neutrals at sufficient speed. This corresponds to
that the dissipating energy matches the gap between different
excitation states [4]. Different combinations of neutrals and
speeds result in different colours and intensities of the visible
aurora. The dominant green color is caused by atomic oxygen
transitions [1], as can be seen in Fig. 3.

A. Assignment and Demarcation

The purpose of this paper is to determine the height of
the acceleration region for the auroral arcs occuring on the
dayside. More specifically for the upward current region
associated with a negative potential structure, as explained
more thoroughly in section II-B. There is a well established
knowledge of the occurrence and altitude dependence for the
acceleration region on the nightside. Since the dayside gener-
ally has a higher plasma density, due to both the continuous
contribution of particles from the solar wind and higher solar
EUV flux, the dayside AAR is likely to occur at a higher
altitude. EUV stands for extreme ultraviolet and refers to
certain wavelengths of light, that among others, the Sun emits.

Demarcations had to be made in order to constrain the
project scope for this project, and still fulfil the purpose as
mentioned above. We would like to allow comparisons of the
occurrence altitude at fore- to that at afternoon. Therefore, we
choose to look at events taking place in two magnetic local
time sectors, symmetric around noon (i.e 12 MLT [coordinates
appendix A-B]) where the polar cusp is excluded. The initial
range of search, as specified in the assignment description,
had to be increased since it provided us with too few events,
which was solved by increasing the altitude interval allowing
for lower altitudes. In consultation with, for this project
responsible, mentor the search criteria were changed from
Table I to Table II. These criteria are set to match the region
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Fig. 1: Magnetosphere Framework. Figure adapted from M.G
Kivelson and C.T. Russel, ”Introduction to space physics”.

above the auroral oval for the dayside, the region where we
expect to find AAR. The unit for distance RE, is a Earth
radii and is defined to be 6371.2 km. The main reason for
working with invariant latitude (ILAT) as a criteria is that the
circumstances for the AAR appears to be determined by the
magnetic environment. ILAT works so that for a fixed invariant
latitude we are perceiving the same magnetic field line for
different altitudes.

TABLE I: Initial Search Criteria

• ALT: 4-6RE

• MLT: 9-11 and 13-15
• ILAT: 65-75 degrees

TABLE II: Final Search Criteria

• ALT: 2-6RE

• MLT: 9-11 and 13-15
• ILAT: 65-90 degrees

II. THEORY

In this section a brief account of the underlying physics
behind auroral acceleration is described. This will prove
important as conclusions derived in section V are based upon
the following theory.

A. Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling

Within the plasma in the solar wind and magnetosphere
the conductivity is high parallel to an external magnetic field.
This gives an impression of the magnetic field lines being
”frozen solid” into the plasma, as described by the frozen-
flux theorem by Alfven [5]. Perpendicularly there is almost
no conductivity [1], a consequence of particles within the
plasma spinning in a helix around the magnetic fields lines
coupled together. In the ionosphere on the other hand, ions
and electrons will decouple from each other allowing currents
to flow perpendicularly [1].

Fig. 2: The auroral current circuit. This is a schematic il-
lustration of the generator principle, where a current circuit
within the plasma is formed by the Birkeland currents and
the Pedersen current. Figure adapted from seminars slides by
S.Sadeghi.

Birkeland currents, are field aligned currents, mainly carried
by electrons [1], that flow towards as well as away from
earth, as seen in Fig. 1. The Pedersen current, as seen labelled
perpendicular current in Fig. 2, is one of the two perpendicular
currents needed to complete a large scale current circuit within
the plasma. The other may be a partial ring current [3]. As
it not necessarily is, we choose to describe the circuit as
containing a generator [6], as seen in Fig. 2. It does not only
provide an unspecified current closure, but it is also driving
the other currents in the circuit. The latter attribute accounts
for the contribution of charged particles from the solar wind
to the magnetic field lines.

B. Auroral Acceleration

During periods of high particle flows in the magnetosphere,
the electron density may be too low, to allow enough current
carriers. Quasi-static parallel electric fields must form to main-
tain current continuity in the plasma [7]. The electric fields are
associated with a potential structure, consequently decoupling
the magnetosphere from the ionosphere [1]. Negative potential
regions of this kind cause electrons to accelerate towards
Earth at speeds, needed to cause collisions and excitations,
as mentioned in section I, making them the main contributor
to auroral acceleration [1]. This is in turn in crucial for the
visible aurora, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

The upward current region potential structure can be seen
to the left in Fig. 2 and 3 with it’s key characteristic; a strong
converging electrical field structure, a upward going current
and an upward parallel electric field centred at the bottom of
the potential structure [8]. Comparison between the types of
AAR is rightly suggested by Fig. 2 and 3 featuring the the
key characteristics for both types of arcs, as seen in Table V
adapted from [7]. By convention we classify arcs as small-
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Fig. 3: Schematic figure of AAR, featuring both types of
AAR on top of picture of the aurora borealis, showing the
relationship between AAR and aurora. The structure to the left
is a upward current region associated with a negative potential.
Figure adapted from G. Marklund

scale arcs (order of 10 km) and large-scale arcs (order of 100
km), where the scale is denoted in width.

III. METHOD

Apart from the literary study, accounted for in section I and
II, the following section will describe the work process before
getting entangled with details. Initially the work consisted of
getting acquainted with the Cluster data, the satellite constel-
lation used for this study, and how to access the different
datasets. A scripting phase was then conducted, where search
criteria II and some useful properties of AAR was fulfilled
in order to find events. Finally the theory was put to use, to
confirm the occurrence of, and categorize, the AAR.

A. Cluster and CAA

The European Space Agency conducts a satellite project
called Cluster. A constellation of four satellites orbiting around
earth at varying altitudes, making up a tetrahedron shape. The
separation distances between the different spacecraft will vary
between 600 km and 20 000 km [9]. The duration of the
Cluster project has been extended a number of times. In many
aspects the satellite instruments work as well as upon launch
but with two important exceptions; -the altitude of Cluster
has reduced with time, implying that a auroral oval crossings
from 2001 occurred at a higher altitude than for 2008, and
-the extended duration has caused malfunctioning equipment.
The Cluster instruments used for this study are accounted for
in tab. III [10]. CIS, the ion instrument, providing data on the
upgoing ion beams is a crucial instrument for this study. It
worked well for satellites C1 and C3 until Nov 2009 [11], [12].
We conclude that the data should be provided in accordance
with technical limitations demarcations in Table IV.

Cluster data, from all the instruments, is stored in a archive
(CAA) which can conveniently be accessed after signing

up. Through MATLAB using routines by IRF Uppsala[13]
datasets could then be conveniently processed and analysed.

B. Studies by Cluster

There have been a number of studies supported by measure-
ments from Cluster. For example, [14] describes an event from
5 June 2009 at dusk 16:55 to 17:15 UT [15], with electric field
structures at least 800 km across that remained stable for at
least 5 minutes, between 1 and 1.4 RE [14]. The importance of
this paper is that it combines multipoint measurements to give
a more realistic picture, than could have been obtained from
only one satellite. According to [9] the cluster satellites had
just reached low enough to be able to find such a passage.
Unfortunately CIS only worked until Nov 2009 [11] [12].
This implies that this is one of a very few set of events with
available ion data from several spacecrafts.

C. Search Algorithm

I order to get the desired data from CAA, a MATLAB script,
consisting of two major parts, was devised. A search based on
the geometrical criteria, and another search criteria based on
the strength of the electrical field, mentioned in section II-A.

1) Geometrical Search: The positioning system is a satel-
lite built-in system. Therefore neither well documented [16]
nor frequently used [17]. In addition some changes have been
made to the data format without notice in the manual [18]. In
order to import the least amount of data, a simplified model
was used to estimate the ILAT. [3] suggest such a model can
be described by equations 1 and 2 where the former is derived
from a dipole approximation of the Earth’s magnetic field. Λ
is the ILAT, θ the angle from the magnetic equator and L is
the shell-value, which represents which closed magnetic field
line you are at, L=1 being the innermost one.

r = Lcos2(θ) (1)

Λ = arccos(1/L)1/2 (2)

The radial distance, r, is attained by ”irf abs”, an added
functionality from [13]. The script is only relying on the
coordinates of the satellite position in GSM (coordinates
appendix A-B). Satellite C3 is the reference satellite which
keeps track of the position in actual GSM coordinates. The
C1 position is given relative to C3. Therefore we attain the
C1 position as the C3 position + C1 position.

TABLE III: Cluster Instruments

AUX Auxiliary Data
CIS Cluster Ion Spectrometer
PEACE A Plasma Electron And Current Experiment
EFW The Electric Field and Wave Experiment

TABLE IV: Technical Limitations

• SATELLITES: C1 and C3
• TIME: Jan 2001 to Jan 2009
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TABLE V: Characteristics of Potential Structures by Cluster

Form of Potential Negative Structure Positive Structure
Maximums E-field 1 V/m 2V/m
Range of widths 3-10km 1-10km
Average width 4.5km 4.5km
Altitude 0.5-2RE 0.2-0.6 RE

Maximum potential -10kV +3kV
drop/peak

With our demarcations II and IV, we evaluated the positions
within the search criteria using ”if-statements” in a ”while-
loop”. Writing to file is a convenient way to store data since
interruptions to the connection will ruin variable containment
within MATLAB with the CAA/IRF routines. The data was
stored as raw text format in a column representation. It
contains all of the possible accepted time positions in epoch,
seconds since 1970, as well as the radial distance.

2) Electric Field Search: As suggested by the theory,
section II, there is a strong perpendicular electric field associ-
ated with the AAR which can be identified. Another script
picked up where the first ended by reading from the file.
Since the response time from CAA is much greater than the
actual download time for a dataset, much time is saved by
requesting all of the needed data, in a vicinity containing
relevant data points, at once. Therefore we conjoined the result
intervals from the first search. The script then searched for data
points where the EFW instrument absolute values exceeded
predetermined levels. These where set to 50, 100 and 200
mV/m as to not have to redo the search if a level proved
insufficient or inconclusive. The radial distance is already
stored since the last search, thus this section of the script only
needed a download of the EFW data and import of already
existing data.

To compare events without an altitude bias, the electric field
is projected to an altitude of 100 km by eq. 3 [11] derived from
the magnetic field of a dipole, which decline with radii as r−3.
We have not separated the electric field into two components,
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, which was a
deliberate choice. This is because the former is typically much
less than the latter. This yields a minor error that is overseen as
we are only searching for events. This resulted in 75, 672 and
1611 intervals, for the both satellites together, for the levels
200, 100 and 50 mV/m accordingly.

E100 = E⊥

(
r

1 + 100
6371.2

)3/2

(3)

D. Final processing of data and plotting

I proceeded with manually inspecting only the 75 events
for the corresponding to the predetermined 200 mV/m level.
Together with the project responsible mentor, we selected 17
Cluster passages for this paper. Some of them are slightly
outside from the search criteria, but they serve a clear purpose
in the paper. Namely, by plotting data for the the events as
done by the mentor in his paper. We dived up the passages
which should be featured in the results and which should be
left for the appendix. The ones featured in the results indicate
a distinct behaviour of the AAR.

An account of the panels featured within the plot of a
satellite passage and how to interpret them follows. There
is a time-scale all of the panels horizontal axis, this denotes
the position of the satellite in it’s orbit around Earth. There
are six panels where a-d) has a colour coding representing
particle flux, which is proportional the amount of particles.
Thus, this can be interpreted as a measurement of where most
of the particles reside, the arcs should show the highest flux.
More specifically panels a) and b) contain information of the
electrons and c) and d) the ions. These data are produced
by instruments PEACE and CIS accordingly. They register
the energy in a discrete way, working with energy bins that
corresponds to different intervals of energy with the same
width [12], [19]. For the pitch angle distribution, panel b),
there are 16 bins that responds to 180 degrees, where 0 degrees
is upward -, and 180 degrees downward magnetically field
aligned. For the northern hemisphere above earth, magnetically
upward implies geometrically upward. For the characteristic
energy, we choose to plot the upward bin for the ions and
for the downward bin for electrons, on a logarithmic scale.
This implies that for higher energies there are less pixels for
the same width of energy, making eventually arcs look more
uniform. Potentials greater than 3 kV [1] seldom occur on the
dayside whereas nightside potentials can reach up to 10 kV
or more [6]. Thus, it is in general harder to discern arcs on
the dayside. True symmetrical shapes of electron inverted-v’s
within panel a) proves to be rare according to Newell, 2000 [1].
Thus, one should not get stuck by searching for the perfect
”inverted-V” since it could more appear as an ”inverted-W”
or ”inverted-U”.

Panel e) contains the electrical field in the ISR2 coordinate
systems (appendix A-B). It show the electric shock signature
as well as traces of the electric field accelerating the parti-
cles. Since there will be perpendicular electrical fields when
entering and exiting the AAR, we should see some kind of
symmetry or at least spikes at the boundary of the region. Panel
f) is the spacecraft potential. The space craft will be affected
by spacecraft charging, picking up particles from the plasma
evening out the charge. Since the plasma in general is neutral.
When there are a density variations, for example a decrease,
the photovoltaic effect, another contribution to the potential
will dominate. Causing the potential to decrease. Therefore a
drop in the spacecraft potential indicates a density cavity is
present.

E. Pseudo Altitude

The pseudo altitude (PA) is a local reference of where in
the acceleration structure the satellite passage occurs. Since the
electrons are accelerated from above the structure and the ions
from below, a PA of 0 corresponds to the bottom. If there is
as much ion acceleration as electron acceleration the PA is 0.5
and thus, a PA of 1 is corresponds to the top of the structure,
in according with equation 4. Where Echar,e and Echar,i are
the characteristic energies for the electrons and ions.

hpseudo(t) = 1 − Echar,e(t)

Echar,e(t) + Echar,i(t)
[11] (4)
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TABLE VI: Events

Satellite Date Character Subsection
C1 2001 07 23 Large scale Multipoint
C3 2001 07 23 Large scale Multipoint
C3 2001 08 04 Large scale Appendix
C1 2002 08 15 Large scale Large scale
C1 2003 07 16 Large scale Appendix
C3 2003 08 09 Large scale Appendix
C1 2003 09 14 Small scale Appendix
C1 2005 07 02 Both elements Appendix
C1 2005 08 23 Both elements Appendix
C1 2006 07 29 Both elements Appendix
C3 2006 07 29 Both elements Appendix
C1 2007 02 19 Small scale Small scale
C1 2007 03 22 Both elements Appendix
C3 2007 06 01 Small scale Appendix
C3 2007 07 28 Small scale Appendix
C3 2007 08 23 Small scale Appendix
C1 2007 08 30 Small scale Appendix

A correlation between pseudo altitude and occurrence of
a density cavity exists, the density cavity occurs most likely
at the upper half (PA 0.6) of the structure and not reaching
further down than PA 0.33 [11].

IV. RESULTS

The events that are studied in this paper are summarized in
Table VI. In order to present the events in a structured way a
classification had to be made. There where mainly two kinds of
AAR found in this study. One contains a coherent large scale
ion beam and an varying appearance of the electrons which
give the impression of multiple smaller scale arcs, the other
being the individual small-scale arcs. The large scale structures
span approximate 10 min UT whereas the individual small
scale arcs span approximate 1 min UT each. Since the speed
of the spacecraft depends on altitude this does not necessarily
imply such a great difference in width, but as stated section
II-B by assuming the naming convention, we suppose the arcs
to differ in magnitude by a factor 10 for the width.

A. Small arcs

Figure 4a shows a passage from 2007-02-19 satellite C1.
Panels a) and d) show that there is an auroral arc at 08:12
UT. In panel d) there is a clear amplification in the pitch
angle around 180 degrees for the ions, heading upward,
confirming the previous assessment. In panel b) there is no
clear amplification for any certain pitch angle, but at least
there is a decrease of flux, implying less particles, oriented
in other than 0, 90 or 180 degrees. From panel f) we can
see a very clear drop in the spacecraft potential of 20 V
indicating a very prominent density cavity. Panel e) shows
the signature of the electrical fields discussed in section II-B.
Beyond 08:20 UT are seen a slightly broader region of intense
upward ion fluxes, well correlated with a few 100 eV down-
going electrons indicating that Cluster is near the top of the
AAR. The other observed events that show small scale arcs
are found in appendix A-C.

I have for this satellite passage calculated pseudo altitude for
one point in the arcs located at 8:14 and 8:17 and 8:19 UT as

can be seen from Table VII. The cavity starts at around 08:15
UT, as the decrease in the spacecraft potential approaches
ambient values at 08:16 UT. For this set of arcs the density
cavity forms at a PA of about 0.3.

B. Coherent large scale structure

The most frequently observed characteristic among the
events is that of a coherent large scale structure, made up from
smaller arcs. These events show different levels of electron
acceleration between 0.01 keV (Fig. 4b) to almost 1 keV (Fig.
5b). Between 10:02 to 10:05 and 10:06 to 10:10 UT we can
clearly see the small scale arcs that the larger structure appears
to consist of. Each arc behaves as described in section IV-A
with the exception that for this particular set of auroral arcs
we have a clear amplification for 0-45 degrees in the angle
pitch angle distribution, panel b). Undoubtedly showing that
the general direction of the electrons is downward. We can also
see from panel f) that not all of the arcs within the structure
has a density cavity.

C. Multiple Satellite Passages for the Same Region

In counter to III-B we have, observed two events before
2008, that are perceived by both satellites. One of these
passages is found in Fig. 5a and 5b, the other can be found in
Appendix XIII. A multipoint passage, such a this, allows us to
see how the AAR developed between the two crossings. From
the former passage we can see a large scale ion acceleration
located at 14 UT, 15.5 MLT and 75.1 ILAT (14:35 UT). For the
latter in the same position apart from 0.2 RE lower in altitude,
we observe a similar ion signature. In section IV-E we found
that the pseudo altitude profile of the two passages aligned
well. This supports the suggestion that the structure is very
similar for 14:00 and 14:35 UT. However, the characteristic
energies of the down-going electrons, is much higher for C3
than for C1. The major density cavity observed from C1 has
disappeared for C3. Since the satellites are not within the
structure instantaneously we can not know if the structure has
remained there for all of that time. This fits well with theory,
there should be more accelerated electrons further down in the
structure. Also density cavities are more likely in the upper
regions. From C3 we can also observe very high energy levels
for the electrons. The estimated potentials at the peak of the
structure is 4.35 keV, exceeding what we expected for the
dayside.

D. Statistical Observations

The results for the observations of the events regarded as
a population can be found graphically represented in figures
6a and 6b, which illustrate how the events are separated and
located in altitude and MLT. It also contains information on

TABLE VII: C1 2007 02 19

UT Ee [kV] Ei [kV] Pseudo Alt
08:12 0.3 0.35 0.54
08:14 0.06 0.025 0.29
08:16 0.1 0.06 0.38
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(a) Individual small scale arcs

(b) Coherent large scale arc structure

Fig. 4: Two cluster passages illustrating two different types among AAR. The panels are explained in section III-D.
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(a) First satellite, C1, a passage at 15.5 MLT, 75.1 ILAT, altitude of 4.1 RE.

(b) Second satellite, C3, a passage at 15.5 MLT, 75.1 ILAT, altitude of 3.9 RE.

Fig. 5: Two Cluster satellite passages of the same region with a time delay of 25 minute UT. The panels are explained in
section III-D.
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(a) The colouring indicates the datasets, where the legend to the right explains which event measurements originate from. The thin black
lines indicate a coherent large scale structure as defined in Table VI

(b) Graphical representation of the Occurrence of density cavities for events above. The differentiation between ”Distinguishable” and
”Prominent Cavity” proved pointless. Thus this plot only distinguishes between no cavities (red square) and cavities (the rest).

Fig. 6: Graphical representation of events for this paper. The vertical axis denotes geocentric altitude in RE, and the horizontal
axis denotes magnetic local time.

the existence of density cavities, and the pseudo altitude is
presented for each arc.

The average pseudo altitude for different discrete steps in
the geocentric altitude are presented in Table VIII. The table
also shows both the variation of the pseudo altitude as well
as geocentric altitude. We can see that the variations for both
pseudo altitude and altitude are rather consistent.

We can compile the same measurements for the the small-
and large scale arcs. The results can be seen from Table IX.
The data indicates, even though not significant, that the large
scale structures occur at a higher pseudo altitude than the small
scale.

E. Height determination via Pseudo Altitude extrapolation
For small scale auroral arc events it has been possible via

several measured points within the structure to extrapolate the

altitude of the structure itself, assuming the pseudo altitude to
be linear. This is not an established fact. In fact we do not even
know if the pseudo altitude develops in the same way for all
structures. Only the successful extrapolations will be featured,
the cases where the achieved value is plausible, within the
suggested span, mentioned in section II-B. Upon inspection
of Fig. 16, the outlier highest point was excluded, as it shows
no correlation to the other points in the interval in Fig. 6a.
The extrapolated altitude ranges and heights of structures are
found in Table X.

V. CONCLUSION

A. Density Cavities

From the observations in Fig. 6b we find that for all types
of cavities, the pseudo altitude is at average 0.60±0.21 in PA.
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Upon excluding the distinguishable cavities only and featuring
the prominent cavities only we attain 0.61 ± 0.24, i.e no
difference. Compared to the results by Alm et al., a PA average
of 0.69±0.20 we can conclude that it is very similar. I interpret
as a sign of good quality. The major difference is this study
contains 17 events in comparison to Alm’s 7. I have estimated
the characteristic energy from panels a) and d) relaying on
the the colour coding and the data cursor from MATLAB for
estimation, whereas Alm used a refined method.

Alm suggested a lower limit for the cavity for pseudo
altitude of 0.33 based upon his featured events. From Tabel
VII, we find that the lowest pseudo altitude for this event is
0.29, but there is an error involved. The logarithmic plotting
scaling gives that for such values the error associated to the
surrounding pixels size responds an uncertainty of 0.002 keV
for the ions and 0.0015 keV for the electrons. By formula 4 this
corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.07 for the pseudo altitude
thus proving that 0.29 ± 0.07 lies within the uncertainty of
Alm’s results.

B. Pseudo altitude development with height

In section IV-E we approximate the geocentric altitude of
the potential structure from the pseudo altitude. With the
assumption that the pseudo altitude is linear. In three of
the attempted six events, a least square fit of the pseudo
altitude to the geocentric altitude resulted in a a height with
a reasonable value. Typically, the events that did not yield
a reasonable value had only three points of measurement.
This appears to make the extrapolation suggest a structure
height of 0.1-0.2 RE. A result that I question, since I find it
improbably low. I find it probable that 0.68, 0.51 and 0.62
RE are all probable heights for the potential structure, as
they are within the span for typical characteristics heights for
negative potentials as well as the values are close to each
other. A probable cause for that the extrapolation to only
yields probable results for certain events in that the PA in
not linear. This explains why the extrapolation only works
for certain structures, where the measured points are located
closely together. Making the influence of different magnitudes
of PA distribution in hight smaller. Since the unsuccessful
interpolations suggested a improbably low height, I find it
probable that the PA develops with height faster than linearly,

TABLE VIII: Average pseudo altitude for discrete steps in
altitude

ALT [Re] PA σ PA Average ALT [Re] σ ALT [Re]
2-2.5 0.55 0.22 2.24 0.12
3-3.5 0.53 0.15 3.28 0.10
3.5-4 0.61 0.23 3.79 0.15
4-4.5 0.60 0.19 4.17 0.13

TABLE IX: Average pseudo altitude for small- and large scale
arcs

Type PA σ PA Average ALT [Re] σ ALT [Re]
large scale 0.68 0.20 3.89 0.22
both 0.54 0.18 3.70 0.34
small scale 0.53 0.21 2.71 0.71

TABLE X: Estimated height from multiple measurements of
pseudo altitude within the structure

Satellite Date Data Points Lower boundary Heigh
C3 2007 08 23 6 1.85 0.68
C3 2007 06 01 5 3.08 0.51
C1 2001 07 23 together - -
C3 2001 07 23 4 3.01 0.62

for the structure as a whole. Therefore the attained heights
for the structures are underestimate. A possible continuation
to the study of how the PA develops with height would be
to consider the width the fitted function results in. Adding
another constraint to the modelling of the structure.

The multipoint measurement from Fig. 5a, 5b resulted in
an improbably low height even though 7 points were used
to extrapolate it. However, the pseudo altitude matches well
for the two satellite passages, suggesting that the structure
remained very much alike 25 minutes later, as also suggested
in section IV-C.

The expectancy would be that we observe higher pseudo
altitude for higher altitude in average, as our passages would
occur higher within the potential structures. Table VIII sug-
gests roughly this behaviour for the pseudo altitude in relation
to geocentric height. Unfortunately we can say this with any
certainty. The fact that this study only consists of 17 events
limits our possibility to conclusively justify this types of
statements with a significance level of above expected 5% for
scientific conclusions.

We notice that both the deviation for the altitude as well as
the pseudo altitude remains consistent for the discrete steps
in geocentric altitude. Consider the case if a passage would
occur close to a definite lower limit or upper limit of the
acceleration region. Those discrete intervals would show of
lower PA deviation than the intervals in the middle of the
structure. This is not what our measurements indicate, from
this data I can not discern any limits for the AAR. This, as our
PA deviation is consistent for all of the four regions, showing
a consistent deviation in ALT. Analogously, if we consider the
interval 3-3,5 Re, it shows of lower altitude deviation than the
rest of the intervals and it also shows of lower deviation in
PA. This suggest that pseudo altitude for a thin height region
within any of our regions is rather consistent.

C. Large- and small scale structures

Fig. 6a shows that below the events with black lines,
the large scale structures, are a few small-scale individual
arcs. Suggesting that small-scale arcs in general occur for a
lower altitude than the large scale structures. In Table VI we
categorized events into either; -large scale structure, -small
scale arcs or both. Their mean altitudes are seen from Table
IX. Since there are more than 5 standard deviations of the
”large scale structures” in between the averages for the large
scale structures and the small scale individual arcs. We can
with a certainty to above 4% conclude that a large scale
structure is not a small scale structure. The reverse does not
hold with a certainty to above 50% due to the large deviation
in altitude for the small scale structures. This suggests that
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there is a significant difference between large scale structures
and individual small scale arc. Since there is a category ”both
elements” included in the classification we can not make any
further certain conclusions. The average altitude separation
suggest that when individual arcs occur on their own, not
in the vicinity of an large scale structure (both elements),
they occur at a strictly lower altitude than the large scale
structures. This statement is supported by the observations
in section IX. The data also suggest that the coherent large
scale structures and the closely adjacent small and large scale
structures, labelled both elements, occur at approximately at
the same altitude. Suggesting that they should actually be
characterized as the same type of arc. Section IV-D suggested
that the events on average have higher pseudo altitude for
higher geocentric altitude. We have already stated that the
large scale structures occur higher altitude, and the PA shows a
higher pseudo altitude in general for the large scale than for the
small scale structures. This confirms the consistent pattern for
how the different instances of AAR occur within the dayside.

D. Altitude determination of AAR

Figure 6a tells us that for both fore- and afternoon there
is AAR reaching down to 2 RE, the lower boundary of
our search. The pseudo altitude, for the lowest events on
pre- and afternoon is 0.40 and 0.37 for the altitudes 2.06
and 2.07 RE accordingly. This suggests (assuming linearity)
that we are passing slightly below the middle (altitude) of
the structure. From Table X I conclude that the potential
structures extends below 2.0 RE for both pre- and afternoon.
Relying on the expected characteristic height is 0.5-2.0 [7], and
the extrapolated 1.85 RE. When considering the extrapolated
altitude keep in mind that it is probably an underestimate and
therefore AAR may occur even lower. There is no difference
observed between the lower limit of occurrence for pre- and
afternoon. Events occur up to an altitude of 4.5 RE but with
these structures consisting of too few data points we can not
estimate the height from the pseudo altitude. We will have to
rely on a rough upper boundary; above 4.5 RE.

The average altitude for the intervals are; -for a strict
forenoon interval (9-11 MLT) 2.44± 0.49RE and -for a strict
afternoon interval (13-15 MLT) is 4.00± 0.26RE. Suggesting
a significant differentiation in-between the average height of
events for pre- and afternoon, the afternoon region being on
the average more than 1 RE higher. As for the entire dayside,
including dusk and dawn, the occurrence altitude average is
3.40 ± 0.84RE. [20] gives the impression that 1-2 RE is the
typical altitudes for AAR on the nightside. We did not study
the dayside for any events lower than 2 RE. There might
have been occurrence at such low altitude as well, lowering
the overall average. This should be considered as a source of
error. The difference, however, is obvious and we can hence
conclude that the AAR on average occurs at an higher altitude
for the day- than nightside.
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Fig. 7: C1 2003 09 14

APPENDIX A

A. Code

All of the attained data for this study as well as the scripts
written as well as a clone of IRF Uppsala repository is found at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ptsz2asafnqtf3c/tTcsX5BDOu. If
experiencing issues with the download please do not hesitate
to contact me at gsands@kth.se

B. Coordinate Systems

• The Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate
system is a right-hand oriented system both the X and Y
axis are in the ecliptic plane of Earth. X faces the sun
and Z is aligned with the magnetic dipole of Earth

• MLT is a measurement describing the position sun in the
ecliptic, 12 MLT is facing the sun and 6 is dawn

• ISR2 is the local spacecraft spin reference coordinate sys-
tem The difference between ISR2 and the GSE coordinate
system is a small (2-7 degrees) rotation around the Y axis.

C. Satellite Passages Showing

TABLE XI: -large scale structure

Satellite Date
C3 2001 08 04
C1 2003 07 16
C3 2003 08 09

TABLE XII: -indiviual arcs

Satellite Date
C1 2003 09 14
C3 2007 06 01
C3 2007 07 28
C3 2007 08 23
C1 2007 08 30

TABLE XIII: -possible Multipoint Study

Satellite Date
C1 2006 07 29
C3 2006 07 29

TABLE XIV: -both categories above

Satellite Date
C1 2005 07 02
C1 2005 08 23
C1 2007 02 19
C1 2008 03 22
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Fig. 8: C3 2001 08 04

Fig. 9: C1 2003 07 16
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Fig. 10: C3 2003 08 09

Fig. 11: C1 2006 07 29
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Fig. 12: C3 2006 07 29

Fig. 13: C1 2005 08 23
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Fig. 14: C1 2005 07 02

Fig. 15: C1 2007 03 22
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Fig. 16: C1 2007 06 01

Fig. 17: C3 2007 07 23
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Fig. 18: C3 2007 08 23

Fig. 19: C1 2007 08 30


